Eyes, and minds,
and dreams,and tongues
Arts & culture strategy

Eyes,
and minds,
and dreams,
and tongues
Medal gold and silver ‘RUN’
What it was,
and what it will become,
are victory and legacy
Our friends,
who came from overseas
Now help our city’s heart to beat
All blood is red,
all grass is green
All art is to be seen

� Text from Race for Peace by James Messiah, shortlisted finalist for the first ever Young Poet Laureate for London
A London Legacy Development Corporation initiative.
� RUN, Monica Bonvicini
Photo © David Poultney for Olympic Delivery Authority
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Introduction

Foreword
The outstanding success of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games helped
reinforce the capital’s position as one of the world’s leading cities for culture.
Undeniably, we hosted the ‘greatest show on earth’ with creativity central
to the excitement of summer 2012, from Danny Boyle’s spectacular opening ceremony
to Stella McCartney’s kit for Team GB, from Thomas Heatherwick’s copper cauldron
to the Paralympic opening ceremony which featured the largest-ever ensemble of
deaf and disabled artists.
We staged the largest cultural festival in the history of the modern Olympic
Games, showcasing artists from across the globe alongside the UK’s finest talent
including: Jeremy Deller, Tracey Emin, David Hockney, Jude Law, Dizzee Rascal,
Simon Rattle, Julie Walters and Florence Welch.
Culture and creativity are also at the heart of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park,
with new landmarks like the ArcelorMittal Orbit, the UK’s tallest sculpture designed
by Anish Kapoor and Cecil Balmond; Zaha Hadid’s iconic Aquatics Centre; and a series
of ambitious permanent artworks installed across the Park.
The London 2012 Games revitalised east London. Artists’ bold and creative
ideas, coupled with an unprecedented public engagement, are transforming London
as a cultural destination. Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park will be the largest public park
created in the UK for 150 years and will continue to be a beacon of design and high
quality. That is why I am pleased that renowned institutions like the Victoria and Albert
Museum and University College London will create the ‘Olympicopolis’ project, a higher
education and cultural district on the Park, destined to create ten thousand jobs and
boost the UK economy by billions of pounds.
The Park will also provide exciting opportunities to support eminent artists
such as Wayne McGregor | Random Dance, a world-class dance company with plans
to establish Random Spaces, an exceptional professional creative working space that
will also reach out to new and existing communities in and around Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park and east London.
The Park is already emerging as a dynamic hub for east London’s creative economy
and a fantastic setting for festivals and celebrations. As we reclaim it for Londoners and
visitors to the capital, the London Legacy Development Corporations’s strategy for arts
and culture will ensure that ambition and quality remain a constant thread.
I do believe Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park is set to become an unmissable cultural
destination for our great metropolis.
You are all invited to be part of this journey.

Boris Johnson, Mayor of London

� Performers depict the industrial revolution during the Opening Ceremony of the London 2012 Olympic Games
at the Olympic Stadium on July 27, 2012 in London, photo by Stu Forster/Getty Images
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The story so far
The London Legacy Development Corporation was created by
the Mayor of London to develop Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
as a destination of local and international significance, and to
deliver the physical and social regeneration of east London
— the key legacy promised from the London 2012 Games.
Working in Europe’s largest cultural quarter, home to the
highest concentration of artists and cultural organisations, as well
as world class museums, venues and festivals, this is our chance to
make sure that arts and culture are at the heart of this new piece
of city so that it becomes a thriving new metropolitan district.
In December 2012, just four months after the close of
an extraordinary Olympic and Paralympic Games, the Legacy
Corporation’s Board approved an ambitious strategy for arts
and culture in east London. The strategy, which is already
a year into its delivery, made a commitment to:
• create exceptional art and culture for all to enjoy
•b
 uild on the heritage of the area by enlivening our
public spaces and connecting with local communities
• s upport cultural infrastructure ensuring that artists
and organisations continue to have workspaces
• nurture the next generation of creative minds and artists
• s upport new initiatives to ensure that this cultural
network continues to grow.
Six months later, in the summer of 2013, we welcomed
over 700,000 visitors back to the Park to see a range of events,
including some of the world’s greatest musicians playing in its
changing landscape. In parallel with these large scale events,
15 arts and culture projects developed from the strategy were
already in action with local artists and organisations, from the East
London Mobile Workshop and the search for the first ever Young
Poet Laureate for London, to the inaugural National Paralympic Day,
a celebratory event reliving the Paralympic Opening Ceremony and
featuring the best of disability sport and arts. These initiatives have
already reached over 43,000 people and supported over 30 jobs in
the creative sector.

� East London Mobile Workshop at William Morris Gallery, August 2013
Photo © Benedict Johnson Photography Limited
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A year later in December 2013, our programme was shortlisted for the UK’s prestigious Placemaking Awards, and with the
support of Victoria and Albert Museum and University College
London, the Mayor and Government announced plans to create
a new centre for culture and education in the heart of the Park.
Developments such as this will undoubtedly grow the local creative
economy, while using the Park as the focal point for this activity.
London is recognised as a world leading cultural city, with
seven out of 10 tourists listing culture as a main reason for
visiting as reported in the World Cities Culture Report 2012.
These developments of the cultural landscape in and around
the Park reinforce the Mayor’s commitment to London as a
cultural metropolis, and will further add to London’s social
and economic dynamism, maintaining the city’s appeal to both
tourists and residents alike.
With so much already in progress, this publication
celebrates one year of the Legacy Corporation’s arts and
culture strategy in action. It summaries our key commitments
and sets out some of our future plans and ambitions. As the
Park fully opens on 5 April 2014, this is an important year for our
programme, and new projects will include a carnival spectacular
connecting local communities to Rio, a convoy of beautiful mobile
art vehicles from across the UK converging on the Park, and an
artist’s recreation of a lock keeper’s cottage to explore the
history of craft and technology.
These are just the beginning of our plans, and as expressed
by the Mayor of London, we invite you to be part of this future.

…I guess the legacy was about more than
sports, medals, podiums, bouquets, competition,
endorsements or a finish line. It was about more
than earning stripes or ticks of approval.
It was about a start. The question is:
have you made yours yet?

� Text from Legacy by Jolade Olusanya, shortlisted finalist for the first ever Young Poet Laureate for London
A London Legacy Development Corporation initiative.
� Crowds in the Park at the Summer Event Series 2013
Photo © London Legacy Development Corporation
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Strategy
Our role, ambitions
and core values

Strategy

Building
on
success
The development of a cultural legacy from the London 2012
Games was a core part of the original Olympic and Paralympic
bid, and sparked an unprecedented wealth of cultural activity
throughout the UK from as early as 2005.
Focusing on the Park and its borders, it is important to
recognise a series of innovative projects which were the
forerunners to our development of art and culture in east
London, and the foundations of the arts and culture strategy.
They have all made important contributions to the development
of the area, demonstrating how arts and culture can have an
ongoing impact.

� ArcelorMittal Orbit by Sir Anish Kapoor and Cecil Balmond under construction, 2012
Photo © Olympic Delivery Authority
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ArcelorMittal Orbit
Thanks to the London 2012 Games, London is now home to a brave
new landmark. Standing 114.5 metres high, the ArcelorMittal Orbit
is the UK’s tallest sculpture, designed by award winning artist Sir
Anish Kapoor and Cecil Balmond. It was made using recycled steel,
was largely funded by ArcelorMittal and is now lit by Philips.
The project, led by the Greater London Authority, is already
a recognised icon on London’s skyline. It was sold out throughout
the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, and will remain a permanent
attraction when the Park reopens from 5 April 2014, offering
unparalleled views of the city’s skyline and making a bold artistic
statement at the heart of this new landscape.
www.arcelormittalorbit.com

Art in the Park
London’s Olympic Park was the first to have artworks integrated
into its landscape right from the start. The Olympic Delivery
Authority’s Art in the Park programme commissioned a range of
local and international artists to produce 25 bold and original
works specifically for the site. These included Monica Bonvincini’s
artwork RUN, featuring three nine-metre-tall letters constructed
from steel, reflective glass and LED lighting, marking the middle
of the Park.
A comprehensive Art in the Park booklet will be published in
spring 2014, when the Park fully opens to the public. Free to pick
up, the booklet and trail map will encourage visitors to explore the
permanent artworks in the landscape, understand the inspiration
behind them and raise awareness of the wider cultural landscape
in the area.

� ArcelorMittal Orbit
Photo © London Legacy Development Corporation
RUN, Monica Bonvicini, installation view at Copper Box
Photo © Carmen Valino
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The White Building
The White Building is London’s new centre for art, technology and
sustainability in the heart of Hackney Wick. Designed by David Kohn
Architects with Michael Pawlyn’s Exploration Architects, this former
print works has been transformed into tenanted studios, a residency
space for international artist exchanges, as well as an event space
for community use and the CRATE café and microbrewery, run
by a local business. Delivered by the London Legacy Development
Corporation, The White Building opened in July 2012 and is run
by Space. It has quickly become a cultural beacon in east London
and a regular meeting place, hosting artists in residence, events
and symposia.
www.thewhitebuilding.org.uk

Stitching the Fringe
A number of projects in the local area have been delivered
to strengthen the connections between the existing nearby
neighbourhoods and the Park. These projects delivered
by the London Legacy Development Corporation have been
developed with artists as well as boroughs, property developers,
communities and businesses.
One project is Leyton Links by East Architects, which
delivered playful changes to the high street, such as the planting
of new ornamental trees with feature lighting, using a derelict
building as a temporary public art installation, and engraving illustrative
designs into the street paving stones. Another of the better known
projects is the Leyton sign (pictured) which features 2 metre high
wooden letters on 10 metre high columns. Each letter contains bird
boxes in the back to house swallows, blue-tits and robins.
These projects have woven the character of the different
areas into the vision for this new London quarter, making
connections with people living and working locally.

� The White Building
Photo © Will Pryce
Leyton bird boxes sign by East, installation view from Ruckholt Road
Photo © Jakob Spriestersbach
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Emerging East
Emerging East was a series of small scale projects delivered
by London Legacy Development Corporation focusing on the
immediate areas around the Park. The aims of the commissions
were to nurture quality in design and creative activities that
supported local communities in connecting with the Park.
The range of 14 projects commissioned have left a visible
impact on the area and have supported the sustainability of
creative practices such as The Yard theatre, Sugarhouse
Studios, The Wick newspaper and RIDE20 at Frontside Gardens
Skate Park, contributing significantly to the prominence of
entrepreneurial and creative enterprises in east London.

� Ride20 at Frontside Gardens, Hackney Wick
Photo © Ivan Maslarov
� The Wick Newspaper, edited by Isaac Marrero and Daren Ellis
Photo © publicworks
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What we
want to
achieve
Arts and culture are vital ingredients in supporting the growth
of east London. They will bring jobs and investment, create
ownership and inspiration, all while celebrating the rich cultural
heritage of the area, and continuing to attract and engage new
audiences and visitors. The development of Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park is an opportunity to create a cultural powerhouse,
focusing on creating, designing and making, and attracting
world-class talent to east London.

� House of Fairytales at Open East Festival 2013
Photo © Carmen Valino
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These are our aims for this arts and culture strategy,
grouped under our five main themes:
Creative destination
The Park will be recognised as an exciting new area of east London
and a significant cultural destination within London, contributing to
the Mayor’s vision for London as leading cultural city.
 rtists, performers and other creative professionals will be recognised
A
and enabled as key players in the future regeneration of the area.
 e will attract a range of funders and other commercial partners
W
to invest significantly in arts and cultural programmes and initiatives.
 rts and cultural programming and activity will produce spin-off
A
economic benefits experienced through secondary spending,
which will be evidenced through information captured by working
with other teams across the organisation.
Creative workspaces
Creative talent in east London will be supported and developed,
and its cultural infrastructure will be strengthened and sustained
including new work spaces for artists.
Art in the Park
We will commission new work of the highest quality across art forms
in and around the Park, accessible to all and creating opportunities
for a range of local and international artists.
 ocal development sites and infrastructure will increasingly incorporate
L
high quality art commissions, adding to the long-term value and
distinctiveness of the area’s landscapes and built environment.
Taking part
Communities will have sustained opportunities to come together, learn
new creative skills, and make and take part in arts and cultural activities.
Festivals and events
Arts and culture will be central to the wider Park entertainment
programme, attracting new audiences to memorable and
high quality events.

� Warsan Shire appointed the first ever Young Poet Laureate for London 2013 at the Houses of Parliament by Carol Ann Duffy
A London Legacy Development Corporation initiative, photo © Darina Garland
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Core
principles
Our strategy is committed to the highest standards
in everything we do, and all of our arts and culture work
is guided by four core principles:
Imagination
Creating opportunities for talent to thrive and striving
for an ambitious future.
Quality
Pushing for the highest standards and encouraging
innovation and exploration.
Impact
Delivering transformative experiences with a local,
national and global reach.
Viability
Ensuring financial, technical and environmental sustainability.

� Limbless Knight, Graeae performance for National Paralympic Day 2013
Photo © Carmen Valino
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Our key concerns underpinning all our projects and programmes are:
Excellence
To deliver the most spectacular, innovative and accessible
work across all art forms.
Participation
To connect the Park to local communities through arts and culture
by delivering the highest quality programmes of active participation
— getting people making and doing and taking part.
Influence and advocacy
To use our influence and position as a planning authority to advocate
for best practice in public art, and to ensure arts and culture are
considered and woven into future development plans.
Employment and economy
To support local employment opportunities and contribute
to London’s economy by developing the cultural infrastructure,
such as venues and affordable creative workspaces.
Talent and skills
To inspire the next generation of creative talent, by enhancing
education and life-long learning opportunities and developing
creative skills.

� Poems written on demand by the Chill Pill poets
Part of the Spoke poetry programme, Tumbling Bay Playground 2013
Photo © Carmen Valino
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Our remit
and role
• W
 e are committed to supporting and highlighting the wealth
of cultural activity already present in east London. We will work
in collaboration with a number of organisations, including local
authorities and funders, to make Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
and its surrounding areas the place to be for arts and culture.
• W
 e will develop a range of projects to achieve our aims, which
will be publicly funded through our budgets and through match
funding from other partners.
• W
 e will commission a range of artists and organisations to deliver
these projects through open, fair and competitive processes;
we will not accept unsolicited proposals.
• W
 e will act as facilitators to broker new partnerships between
organisations and will use our influence and Section 106 planning
obligations to advocate for and secure new opportunities for
arts and culture in the area.
• W
 e will work collaboratively across the organisation to deliver
our core objectives and programmes.

� Miracoco Luminarium by Architects of Air at National Paralympic Day 2013
Photo © Ben Broomfield
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The Legacy List
The Legacy List is the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park charity —
set upin 2011 by its two founding patrons, the Mayor of London
and the London Legacy Development Corporation.
The charity’s key focus is the creative sector and it has raised
over £2.5million in just two years to support its three core areas of
art and culture, education and skills. The mission of The Legacy List
is to make creative connections between people and the Park and
this can be illustrated by the range of imaginative and visionary
projects successfully supported or commissioned by the charity.
The Legacy List explores new funding models for sustaining
the creative and cultural sector in east London. This is achieved by:
working with a range of individual patrons who will donate to projects
or the programme over a number of years; developing new corporate
partnerships with industry leaders like Bloomberg; and coordinating
high profile events to attract new investment. This unique catalytic
approach has seen the profile of the charity grow and in turn has led
to further innovative programmes — which now number 13 live
projects and a further four in development.
Using this support, The Legacy List works in partnership with
the Legacy Corporation to deliver the arts and culture strategy.
The programme of the charity includes The Yard, an innovative
theatre and venue in Hackney Wick; the Floating Cinema; The Canals
Project: street art on the waterways; Summer Schools; and Children’s
Legacy Poems — which features a competition for schools in the
surrounding boroughs. The charity is also making vital links between
these projects and creative vocational opportunities in east London;
has recently launched a children’s literacy scheme to raise reading
levels in Waltham Forest; and is developing a leadership and coaching
programme for women creative leaders.
The charity can, through its independence and different
charitable remit, add something extra to the work of the Legacy
Corporation, whilst augmenting the activities and programmes within
this strategy. This innovative and successful partnership supports
the Park’s development and growth, future-proofs the aims of the
strategy for years to come, and engages and makes a difference
to the lives of people who live in and around east London.
www.thelegacylist.org.uk

� The Floating Cinema, UP Projects, 2013
Photo © Hydar Dewachi
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Our
projects
Past, current and future projects
in and around the Park, 2012-14
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Our projects

Our programme
In the short-term, the London Legacy Development Corporation
will develop a number of signature arts and culture projects and
programmes in the Park and surrounding areas, while supporting
cultural infrastructure and providing opportunities for local
artists and organisations.
In the longer term, these projects will establish new
partnerships, raising the profile of the area and attracting
investment to ensure a cultural legacy long into the future.
These projects and programmes will be delivered through
the following five themes:

Creative destination
Creative workspaces
Art in the Park
Taking part
Festivals and events

� Lea Valley Drift, Oliver Froome-Lewis and Chloe Street, 2013
Commissioned as part of London Legacy Development Corporation’s Emerging East programme
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Creative
destination
Much of our work is centred around developing east London
as a creative destination with an international reputation —
celebrating what is already here as well as investing in the future.
This overarching ambition directs all of our projects, including
larger strategic projects, such as working with the Victoria and
Albert Museum, and University College London to develop a
higher education and cultural district for the Park. These plans
could include a new centre for culture and heritage, a design
school, space for entrepreneurs, showcases for temporary and
touring exhibitions, and a centre for research and conservation.
Our development of a creative destination is also delivered
through the Section 106 Art and Cultural Events Strategy for the
Legacy Communities Scheme, which will see five new neighbourhoods built around the Park over the next 15 years. As both a
developer and planning authority, the Legacy Corporation has
a unique opportunity to champion the early involvement of arts
and culture in all future developments, and has a small Section
106 fund ring-fenced to support this. A forward thinking arts
and culture strategy has already set this course, ensuring that
both capital artworks and cultural events are embedded into
the development of the Legacy Communities Scheme.
Other work in this area over the next two to three years
will include working closely with local cultural and community
groups, local boroughs and landowners, to develop a marketing
and communications plan to raise the profile of east London
as a connected and flourishing creative destination.
� A vision of the completed Legacy Community Scheme in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Image © London Legacy Development Corporation
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Creative
workspaces

East London is home to the highest density of artist studios
and cultural organisations in the UK, with over 14,000 resident
practitioners. Their vision, skills and enterprise are fundamental
to the area’s identity, regeneration and future investment,
and help define London’s global appeal.
The London Legacy Development Corporation is
committed to supporting the provision of affordable workspaces to retain the identity, presence and influence of
the creative sector, and will be developing this over the next
two years through two key projects.

� Exhibition at Stour Space as part of Hackney WickED open studio festival 2013
Photo © Annamal
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Research study into affordable
workspace for artistic practices
Study complete by March 2014, delivered by Renaisi.
This essential research and feasibility study explores the current
provision of both public facing and private spaces supporting artistic
practices such as studios, galleries, rehearsal and performance
spaces within the Legacy Corporation’s planning boundary.
The study brings together information from a number of
previous reports, including Richard Brown’s survey of creative
workspaces in Hackney Wick and Fish Island, and will determine
the current supply and demand of workspaces supporting artistic
practices. It will provide evidence of their impact in east London,
and detail viable models and recommendations for delivering further
workspaces in the future.
The study is being commissioned so that it can specifically
inform the Local Plan, which as a planning authority we will finalise by
Spring 2015. It will also be used to inform future developments and
projects in and around the Park, and feed into a wider study by the
Mayor of London on affordable studio provision across the capital.

Interim uses and
artists-in-residence
To begin in summer 2014, delivered by Urban Space Management
with Bow Arts Trust, Groundwork, and Meanwhile Space.
Making the most of the development land on the Park before the
new neighbourhoods begin construction, the Legacy Corporation’s
grassroots interim uses programme will host temporary projects
and initiatives across the Park. The presence of these communityled pop-ups will build activity and ownership of the Park as its
development progresses. Amongst other things, interim uses will
provide spaces for artists in residence (which will also provide a
rolling programme of workspaces) and opportunities for the public
to take part in workshops, developing new skills and knowledge.
� An artist’s studio in Old Britiannia Works, Hackney Wick First published in ‘Made in HWFI’ by Richard Brown,
supported by London Legacy Development Corporation, photo © Ola Kanczura
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Taking
part

Delivering diverse and high quality programmes of creative
participation is at the heart of our work with local communities,
and a key part of our cultural offer attracting visitors to the
Park. Our programmes embrace understanding and learning
about our history through stories rooted in the area, and they
support emerging creative talent by offering opportunities for
lifelong learning, skills-development, mentoring and training.

� William Morris inspired graffiti by Animaux Circus at ELMO launch, August 2013
Photo © Benedict Johnson Photography Limited
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East London Mobile Workshop
(ELMO)
August 2013 — July 2014, throughout four boroughs and Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park. Delivered by Fiona Boundy, Studio Weave,
Nous Vous, Hunt and Gather, and A New Direction.
The East London Mobile Workshop is a year-long mobile artist-inresidence programme, housed in a beautifully converted Bedford
Bus. Celebrating the history of the Arts and Crafts Movement in
east London and working with some of London’s top artists,
designers and makers such as Max Lamb, Yuri Suzuki and Kate
Gibb, ELMO travels the back streets and green spaces of Hackney,
Newham, Tower Hamlets, Waltham Forest and the Park, running
arts and crafts workshops where people have the chance to really
make things.
By winter 2013 ELMO had already welcomed over 1,500
people aboard over 30 days of workshops, and is currently
supporting 25 young people in a mentorship scheme to prepare
them for jobs in the creative sector.
ELMO is also supported by Arts Council England.
www.elmoworks.co.uk

�� ELMO at William Morris Gallery, August 2013
Photo © Benedict Johnson Photography Limited
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Experiments in
Household Knowledge
Launched in September 2013, around the Park and in
Timber Lodge Café. By local artist collective, publicworks.
This year-long series of collaborations with six east London
ecological and environmental innovators, explored unusual
and inventive ways of making and experimenting, from
gardening techniques to alternative forms of energy production
and recycling. The programme developed through sharing,
collaborating and making public a range of unique and often
self-taught skills through 15 walks, talks and hands-on workshops.
The project is now captured in a book that is part manual, part
documentation of the experiments which took place across
east London in numerous locations from allotments and industrial
yards to the new Timber Lodge Café and community centre in
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
www.household-knowledge.net

� Surplus Shop by R-Urban Wick at Open East 2013
Photo © publicworks
� Local environmental pioneer Charlie Seber in his workshop
Photo © publicworks
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SPOKE
August 2013 — October 2014, throughout London and
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. Delivered by A New Direction,
Spread the Word and Apples and Snakes.
Spoke is a new poetry and spoken word programme that offers
people in east London an opportunity to watch, perform and
develop careers in spoken word and performance poetry in and
around the Park. In 2013, Spoke appointed the first ever Young Poet
Laureate for London, with the title being awarded to Kenyan-born
Somali poet, writer, editor and educator, Warsan Shire. Warsan has
already undertaken a number of commissions as the voice for
London’s youth, and has completed a residency at the Houses
of Parliament. This year-long post will run alongside Spoke’s
other work, including unusual public poetry performances in
venues from swimming pools to garden sheds, as well as exciting
training programmes for secondary school staff and mentoring
opportunities for young writers.
www.spoke.org.uk

� Five of the shortlisted poets for the Young Poet Laureate for London:
Jolade Olusanya, Momina Mela, Bridget Minamore, Aisling Fahey and James Messiah
Photo © Carmen Valino
� Poems written on demand by the Chill Pill poets
Part of the Spoke poetry programme, Tumbling Bay Playground 2013
Photo © Carmen Valino
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A Club Collection
Launched in September 2013 in Timber Lodge Café.
By local artist Lucy Harrison.
In anticipation of the opening of Timber Lodge Café, a café and
community resource in the Park, Lucy worked with local clubs
and societies to record and celebrate the ways in which people
come together to share their common passions and interests.
Lucy collected leaflets, posters, badges, membership cards and
newsletters from clubs and societies past and present, such as
the Leyton Naturalists from 1898. A selection of these were included
in a newspaper-style publication, distributed to the new residents
of the neighbouring East Village (formerly the Athletes Village) and
other local community spaces. Lucy also invited people to invent
their own ideas for fantastical clubs that might — or might not
— meet at Timber Lodge Café some day in the future.
www.aclubcollection.tumblr.com

� Club Collection poster
� Club Collection newspaper
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Art
in the
park
Building on the work already established by the Art in the park
commissions and the ArcelorMittal Orbit, this programme will
continue to commission new capital projects specifically for
the Park, both temporary and permanent, which will celebrate
the distinctive character of the area and demonstrate to
developers and architects how art can be embedded into
large scale developments from the start.

� Inter Alia by Grenville Davey in the Park during London 2012 Games
Photo © Carmen Vilano
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Spiegelei Junior
Installed around the north of the Park between September 2013
and March 2014. By Jem Finer and curated by Parabola.
Conceived as a constellation of mysterious sculptures, these three
works by London based artist Jem Finer, invite visitors to look inside
the polished steel spheres and experience the Park’s landscape
as an immersive and upside down 360 degree panorama, using the
simple technology of the camera obscura.
These works are the first in a longer-term programme of
temporary projects that will be sited in the landscape. Curated by
Parabola, the second phase of artworks for spring 2014 is currently
being developed by artist Tod Hanson.
Force Field Arcadia (pictured below) explores the Park as a
contemporary version of the picturesque English landscape garden,
while making references to the industrial past of the area and the
sporting stadia on the Park.

� Proposal for Force Field Arcadia by Tod Hansen
Image © Tod Hansen
� Speigelei Junior by Jem Finer
Photo © London Legacy Development Corporation
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History Trees
Located at 10 key entrances to the Park, to be completed
in autumn 2014. By Ackroyd and Harvey.
British artists Ackroyd and Harvey have created a series of living
artworks to mark the main entrances of the Park. Ten specimen
trees, chosen to reflect the bio-diversity of the Park, each support
a large bespoke metal ring within their crown. The rings, engineered
from bronze or stainless steel are six metres in diameter and
individually engraved on the interior face with text capturing an
archive of history from each location.
The ring on the English oak nearest the Aquatics Centre
entrance is inscribed with local residents’ recollections of the area.
To commemorate the opening of the 2012 Games the shadow cast from
the ring aligns each year with a bronze ellipse laid into the ground.
History Trees is also supported by Arts Council England.

Cross & Cave
Installed at Tumbling Bay playground in summer 2013.
By Heather and Ivan Morison.
Newly commissioned for the re-opening of the north of the Park,
renowned British artists Heather and Ivan Morison have created
Cross & Cave, two cave-like structures embedded into the landscape
of Tumbling Bay playground. Formed from simple leaning arrangements
of large pre-cast concrete slabs, creating rudimentary, cave-like
shelters, they evoke a sense of being both ancient relics that have
been unearthed in the landscape, and future ruins in the Park.
They have already become a popular place for young people and
families to meet.
The commission was supported by a group of six young people
from east London, who developed their film-making and photography
skills by producing a five minute film documenting the creation of the
artwork. The film has been screened at festivals such as the Barbican’s
Framed Film Festival and one of the young filmmakers has gone on to
become a full time cameraman.
� Installation image of the inscribed text on a History Tree by Ackroyd and Harvey
Photo © Pentagram
Cave, Heather and Ivan Morison in Tumbling Bay Playground
Photo by Carmen Valino
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Living Walls
Installed around the Park throughout 2014.
Curated by Moniker Projects and CREATE London.
As the Park continues a period of transformation, this project
will see large-scale artworks installed along 2km of temporary
hoardings. As well as individual artist commissions by Jo Peel,
David Shillinglaw and Mark McClure, the curatorial scheme
includes a project called Your Ad Here, where both emerging
and established artists will collaborate with small local businesses
and organisations to produce unique, large-scale billboards,
which once complete, will reflect the varied character of east
London. Adverts by Ruth Ewan for a local children’s shop in
Walthamstow, and by David Batchelor for a stationary shop
in Dalston, as well as adverts by Jeremy Deller and Lucas Price
(pictured) launched the scheme in February 2014.
www.your-ad-here.co.uk

� Artwork for the William Morris Gallery by Jeremy Deller
� Artworks for local businesses by Lucas Price
Photo © Joe Plommer
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Pixel Wall
Integrated into the South Park Hub building, to be completed by
spring 2014. By artist and design collective Tomato.
Reflecting on the immersive presence of technology in our daily
lives, London based group Tomato have designed this interactive
wall, which gives a playful form to the building block of digital images
- the pixel. Over 2,000 wooden cubes have been handcrafted and
scorched to produce light and dark surfaces. Threaded onto steel
rods, and installed across a prominent wall of the new Podium Café
next to ArcelorMittal Orbit, the wooden squares will form an
enormous wall of rotating pixels. Visitors can turn the pixel cubes
to produce patterns, text or images, transforming the new visitors
centre into a giant message board and artist’s canvas.
In 2014 a series of artists residencies will be commissioned
to explore this new artwork, running free workshops and activities.

Newton’s Cottage
Around Carpenter’s Road Lock, to be completed by summer 2014.
By Observatorium.
This large scale site-specific work, commissioned in partnership
with the Canal & River Trust, is being developed by the internationally
renowned Dutch artist group Observatorium. Working with the local
Building and Crafts College, they will build a structure in line-form
only, of the original lock keeper’s cottage, which last stood next
to Carpenter’s Road Lock in 1967. The wooden cottage structure
will be installed over the canal and be in place for four weeks, hosting
a series of events and workshops, free to all, exploring the themes of
craft, design and technology. The wood will then be re-used to create
further smaller scale structures and objects on and off the Park.
This striking architectural sculpture will transform the currently
non-functioning lock into an attractive point of communal focus,
debate and learning, raising a longer term awareness and interest
in this unique and historic landmark.

� Installation of Pixel Wall by Tomato
Photo © Thierry Bal
Proposal for Newton’s Cottage over Carpenter’s Road Lock
Image © Observatorium
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Festivals
& events

From LoveBox, Hackney WickED to Underage Festival and the
East London Mela: east London’s rich festival ecology reflects
the dynamism, creativity and diversity of the area, attracting both
local participation and increasing numbers of visitors from across
the capital and beyond. Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park will provide
a new location for this activity as a new celebration space for
London, hosting both existing events as well as providing a
landscape for new experimental works and performances.

� Sacrilege by Jeremy Deller at Open East Festival on the Park, 2013
Photo © Carmen Valino
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Open East
July 27 and 28, 2013 in the north of the Park.
Delivered by Barbican and CREATE London.
The Open East Festival opened the north section of Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park on the first anniversary weekend of the London 2012
Games. Over 41,000 visitors enjoyed a cultural celebration of east
London, showcasing arts and culture at the heart of its programme
from both international artists across continents and art forms, and
local organisations such as Theatre Royal Stratford East and The House
of Fairytales. The celebrations used the Park’s landscape as the main
feature of this opening weekend, culminating with experimental artists
Bompass & Parr’s dying the River Lea a spectacular luminous green.
Supported by Arts Council England and Legacy Trust UK.

National Paralympic Day
7th September 2013, annual event. Delivered by Greenwich
and Docklands International Festival and Liberty.
This festival marked the first anniversary of the London 2012
Paralympic Games, building on the extraordinary celebration of art,
diversity and excellence showcased in September 2012. 17,000 visitors
took part in a day of disability sports and a programme by some of
the UK’s finest disabled artists. The day included three new productions,
including Graeae’s Limbless Knight — bringing together circus-trained
performers from the Paralympic Opening Ceremony in a production
featuring aerial and sway pole choreograph: Architects of Air’s
Miracoco Luminarium, a monumental walk-through light sculpture
featuring a new sound composition by Paul Hanson Gundry and the
premiere of Cube of Curiosity, a new outdoor dance production
bringing together leading contemporary dance choreographer
Marc Brew and visual artist Rachel Gadsden.

� Chromatopsia: A Water Symphony by Bompass & Parr at Open East Festival 2013
Photo © London Legacy Development Corporation
Limbless Knight by Graeae at National Paralympic Day 2013
Photo © Ben Broomfield
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North Park cultural and
community programme
Autumn 2013, in the north of the Park.
Delivered by Continental Drifts.
As part of the ongoing celebration of the Park reopening last
summer, we worked with local artists and organisations to
programme a series of events in the north of the Park. This
included a series of smaller-scale performance and musical
events, as well as the national Big Draw event, which saw
drawing activities big and small take root on the slopes and
lawns of the Park; a three night festival of light in Light Nights;
and A Very Vintage Christmas Fair, selling festive gifts from local
artists and makers.
This season was a testing ground for exploring how the
Park can be brought to life through smaller scale events, and
how local partnerships can be brokered to develop the Park
as a place for both formal and informal local programmes.

� Lobster à la Cart by Artizani Street Theatre in Tumbling Bay Playground
Photo © Carmen Valino
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Action
plan
Our plans and actions
over the short and long term

Action plan

Making it happen
As with any new venture of this scale, there are challenges
ahead in delivering our ambitions and strategy. We recognise
that partner-ships, above all, are vital to our success. The arts
and culture strategy is already a core ambition shared across
the London Legacy Development Corporation and delivered by
a number of departments. It is essential we continue to build
on our existing external partnerships and relationships, not just
focusing on the immediate surrounding geographic areas, but
reaching out nationally and internationally.
We will continue to work with The Legacy List, who will
increasingly take on the delivery of our arts and culture strategy,
ensuring that we complement London’s existing cultural offer.
Our next steps will involve identifying and securing
resources, and exploring alternative financial and fundraising
models. Our action plan outlines how we intend to deliver against
the commitments and ambitions set out in the ‘What we want to
achieve’ section, and will be a working document. Available online
and updated annually, the action plan represents a resource for
partners and stakeholders. We will use it to monitor how we are
delivering against our objectives: a clear and accessible measure
of our success.

� Map showing London Legacy Development Corporation boundary and borough boundaries
Map © London Legacy Development Corporation
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Creative destination

Creative destination

The Park will be recognised as an exciting new area of
east London and a significant cultural destination within
London, contributing to the Mayor’s vision for London
as leading cultural city

Artists, performers and other creative professionals
will be recognised and enabled as key players in the
future regeneration of the area.

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Date

Continue Park interpretation
work which will promote
the Park as a cultural
destination

Appointed delivery partner Spring 2014

Continue partnership with key
local groups such as Hackney
Wick Cultural Interest Group
and Stratford Rising

Various local cultural
groups as well as
individual organisations
and artists

Ongoing

Ensure that all arts and
culture activity in and around
the Park is promoted widely
through both press, website and
social media

London Legacy Development
Corporation

Ongoing

Broker new partnerships between
local artists and organisations
and developers and land owners
in the area

Local artists and
organisations, developers
and land owners

Ongoing

Work with local developers to
promote the cultural offer in
the area through their networks

East Village, iCITY,
local boroughs

Ongoing

Encourage the local cultural
community to comment on all
planning applications and the
draft Local Plan

Planning Policy and
Decisions Team

Local plan to
be finalised
spring 2015

Work with GLA Culture Team
to identify new opportunities
within Cultural Tourism
strategy for promoting
east London

GLA Culture team,
London & Partners

Ongoing

Support artist-led research
and exploration on the
regeneration of the area
such as The Wick Newspaper

Various individual
artists and organisations

Ongoing

Work with the GLA on
initiatives which deliver
culture in east London

GLA Culture team

Ongoing

Date
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Creative destination

Creative destination

We will attract a range of funders and other commercial
partners to invest significantly in arts and cultural
programmes and initiatives.

Arts and cultural programming and activity will produce
spin-off economic benefits experienced through
secondary spending, which will be evidenced through
information captured by working with other teams across
the organisation.

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Date

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Date

Arts Council Funding has
been secured for the East
London Mobile Workshop project

Arts Council England
funding

Project
complete
summer 2014

Develop a commercial strategy
for arts and culture, setting
realistic targets for ticketed
events and spin-off benefits

V enue operators and
event producers

Strategy
complete by
summer 2014

Promote east London as a
place for cultural excellence
through marketing and promotion
of the arts and culture
programme in the Park and
surrounding areas

Artists and appointed
delivery partners

Ongoing
Plan cultural programming
around facilities in the Park
to ensure visitors are well
serviced and other incomes are
made from cultural activities

Venue and event operators

Ongoing

Develop a shared narrative with
local cultural organisations to
promote the wider east London
area by convening a working
group for joint marketing and
promotion

Local stakeholder
groups such as Stratford
Rising and Hackney Wick
Cultural Interest Group

Convene
working group
in spring 2014

Work with local programme
partners to co-ordinate larger
scale events in the area to
create critical mass which can
attract further visitors, and
sign-post visitors from one
cultural event to another

Key local groups such
as Stratford Rising and
Hackney Wick Cultural
Interest Group

Ongoing
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Creative workspaces

Art in the park

Creative talent in east London will be supported
and developed, and its cultural infrastructure will be
strengthened and sustained including new work spaces
for artists.

We will commission new work of the highest quality
across all art forms, in and around the park, accessible
to all, creating opportunities for a range of local and
international artists.

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Complete research study into
affordable workspaces
supporting artistic practices

Appointed delivery partner Report
in consultation with local complete
studio providers
February 2014

Complete current projects by
both local and international
artists as first phase of
commissions

Current delivery partners, Complete by
appointed through open
summer 2014
processes

Implement key recommendations
from the report by 2015

Planning policy and
decisions team and
developers

By autumn 2015
Appoint independent
evaluator through open
process

Evaluation
complete by
autumn 2014

Create opportunities for
temporary affordable workspaces on the Park through the
grassroots interim uses plan

Delivery partners for
interim uses

Spring 2014
and then
ongoing

Evaluate impact of first
commissions and understand
lessons learned to inform
programme beyond 2014
Create short-term advisory
panel to ensure quality,
diversity and accessibility

GLA Culture Team,
LLDC Board, industry
professionals

Develop sustainable plan for
using the East London Mobile
Workshop as a resource for
learning and taking part

ELMO delivery partners,
local artists and
organisations

Panel active
between spring
2014 — autumn
2015

Follow LLDC Equality and
Inclusion policy for all
commissions

External BEAP panel

Ongoing

Support the development of the
Victoria and Albert Museum and
University of College London
centre on the Park

Victoria and Albert
Ongoing
Museum, University College
London

GLA Culture Team,
Advisory Panel

First
co-commission
complete by
winter 2014

Support local organisations to
develop their spaces to ensure
sustainability

Local organisations

Explore co-commissioning
opportunities with local,
regional and international
partners, setting out
co-commissioning guidelines and
culminating in at least one
co-commission per year

Date

Summer 2014

Ongoing
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Date

Action plan

Art in the Park

Taking part

Local development sites and infrastructure will
increasingly incorporate high quality art commissions,
adding to the long-term value and distinctiveness of the
area’s landscapes and built environment.

Communities will have sustained opportunities to come
together, learn new creative skills, make and take part
in arts and cultural activities.

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Date

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Date

Continue supervisory role
of the Section 106 planning
obligation, monitoring delivery
of each zonal art plan

Planning policy
and decisions team,
and appointed developers

Ongoing.
First art
zonal plan to
be complete at
Chobham Manor
by 2017

Complete current programme
of Taking Part of activities

Appointed delivery
partners

Summer 2014

Advisory panel and local
education specialists and
organisations

Ongoing

Complete three new artworks
as part of the Canal Park,
Mandeville Place, and the
Leaway

Canal and River Trust,
Lee Valley Regional Park
Authority and artists
appointed through open
process

Three
commissions
to be complete
by 2015

Ensure that learning and
participatory activities
are a core element of any new
commission, event or artist
residency on the Park, and
not added afterwards
Identify new areas for audience
development and learning

External evaluator and
Audiences London

Ongoing

Complete artworks on hoardings
as an exemplar of temporary
large scale commissions

Appointed delivery
partners, venue operators
and appointed LCS
developers

Artworks
complete by
summer 2014

Identify new partnerships
to deliver sustained
participatory activities

Local boroughs and local
cultural organisations

First
partnership
identified by
summer 2014

Complete interpretation
materials on existing art
commissions in the Park and
surrounding areas to present
to local and interested
developers, championing the
role art has played in the area

Appointed delivery
partners

Art in the
Park
interpretation
complete by
spring 2014;
championing
role ongoing
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Festivals & events
Arts and culture will be central to the wider Park events
and entertainment programme, attracting new audiences
to memorable and high quality events.

Actions

Partners / Stakeholders

Date

Continue working on plans
for full Park opening to create
at least three high profile
cultural events that will
attract new audiences
to the Park

Local arts organisations
and event producers
appointed through open
process

First three
cultural
events
complete by
autumn 2014

Hold workshop
organisations
opportunities
regular local

Local arts organisations,
local boroughs and Park
venue operators

Workshop held
early 2014,
and local
organisations
to be
regularly
using the Park
by autumn 2014

Advisory panel and
evaluator

Ongoing

with local
to develop
for ongoing,
programming

Discuss quality with advisory
panel and monitor as part of
evaluation

